Regulations Governing Scholarships
By applying for and accepting a Jardine Scholarship, the Jardine Scholars agree to and
acknowledge the following:
(a)

to conduct themselves in a proper manner throughout the periods for which the
Scholarships are awarded and use their utmost endeavours to complete their
studies and achieve the best possible results in any tests or examinations which
are part of the course;

(b)

to complete an annual report for the Foundation on the progress of their academic
works, to which their tutors, course directors or supervisors will also be asked to
contribute;

(c)

to the Foundation obtaining information from the Universities about their
grades/progress during the course of their studies;

(d)

to advise the Foundation in the event of any plan to change the course of study
originally nominated when the Scholarship was awarded, and which will be subject
to the written approval by the Trustees;

(e)

at all times to comply with the regulations of the Universities in which they are
studying;

(f)

not to accept without consent of the Trustees any employment during their
Scholarship periods other than short-term employment during vacations;

(g)

not to accept any other scholarship either in name or in substance during the term
of the Scholarship;

(h)

not without the consent of the Trustees be attached to the Embassy, Legation or
High Commission or other diplomatic or governmental office of any country in the
United Kingdom or elsewhere during the tenure of the Scholarships;

(i)

the Trustees’ right to terminate the Scholarship at any time for reasons of
unsatisfactory conduct, breaches of University regulations, breaches of the
regulations of the award, failure to make satisfactory progress, illness or conviction
for any criminal offence on the part of the Jardine Scholar;

(j)

the Trustees’ right to terminate or amend the terms of the Scholarship for any
reasons which they think fit without having to account therefor; and

(k)

to the Foundation publishing an annual update containing details of the Jardine
Scholars during their studies at University and annually thereafter containing
details of their current progress for circulation to the Scholarship Committee and to
other Jardine Scholars.
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